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1. Abstract
•We propose double discrete wavelet transform (DDWT)
•DDWT sparsifies blurred image and blur kernel simultaneously
•Applications/advantages of DDWT:
–blur kernel estimation (spatially varying or global blur)
– image deblurring (single pass/non-iterative)
–near-blur invariant feature extraction
2. Double Discrete Wavelet Transform
•Blurred image: y[n] = x ? h[n]
•Discrete wavelet transform (DWT): wj[n] := {dj ? y}[n]
•Double DWT (DDWT): vij[n] := {di ? dj ? y}[n] = {di ? wj}[n]
(where di, dj are wavelet filters and i, j are subband indices)
vij[n] = (di ? dj ? y)[n] vij[n] = {(di ? h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
qi[n]
? (dj ? x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
uj[n]
}[n]
3. Object Motion Blur
Input DWT DDWT
sharp image blur blurry image
? =
x[n] h[n] y[n]
? =
uj[n] = (dj ? x)[n] h[n] wj[n] = (dj ? y)[n]
? =
uj[n] = (dj ? x)[n] qi[n] vij[n]
DDWT Non-moving autocorr Moving autocorr
•Blur estimation: DDWT coefficients k pixels apart are correlated!
•Deblur: Recover sharp DWT: uˆ[n] = kv[n + k/2] or − kv[n− k/2]
4. Optical Defocus Blur
Idea: use circularly symmetric autocorrelation
Blur kernel h[n] Transformed blur q[n] Autocorrelation
5. Near-Blur Invariant Feature Extraction
Input Edge detection DDWT
•DDWT is near-blur-invariant representation of x
•Recognition tasks can be trained to work with DDWT.
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